Antler Shed Assembly Instructions

Do not place

1

2

support under
windows.

Lay stand on its back as shown using 4” x 4” posts
as supports (recommended).
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Leg

Remove shipping blocks.
Do not remove bolts.

Self-tapping
screws

Foot Insert

Assemble legs. Install top of leg insert and foot insert as shown in each leg.
Secure each insert with a self-tapping screw. IMPORTANT: Foot inserts must
be installed with points facing flat sides
of legs as shown to the right.
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Fig.1
Leg (x4)
Bottom View
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Insert legs into base sockets.
Lightly snug each screw forcing legs into corner of base sockets as shown
in Fig. 1. Then, tighten all screws until they bottom out.
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Fig.2

Fig.3
Install all cross braces.
CRITICAL: *Ensure cross
braces are installed as
shown in Fig. 2. and secured
on each end with (2) selftapping screws (see Fig. 3).
Braces should be installed
2 ft
approximately 12“ from top
and bottom.
*NOTE: Install longest set of braces on long sides and shortest
set of braces on short sides.

INTERSECTION
IMPORTANT!: When
setting braces, ensure
screws penetrate both
tubes.

Screw

CRITICAL: Before proceeding to Step 7, all braces must be set and
secured at each intersection using self-tapping screws and heavy duty
UV resistant ty-wraps as shown above.
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Door

NO
Fig.3

Remove support closest to bottom of stand and allow rear legs to rest on the
ground.

Attach a rope or harness to front
side of stand using provided
loops, see Fig. 3. IMPORTANT:
Length of ropes or harnesses
used must be at least twice the
height of the stand and have a
safe load rating of at least 1850
lbf. (ex. Stand Height=16’ Rope
Length 32’ >>See Fig. 5 below)

Rope/Strap

YES

ROPE/STRAP MUST
BE ATTACHED TO
BOTH LOOPS
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-Attach the ropes/straps to a secure point on vehicle as shown in Fig. 4; then, slowly pull stand to an upright position.
-CRITICAL: DO NOT EXCEED 1-2 MPH WHILE RAISING STAND.
DO NOT ALLOW ANYONE WITHIN A 20FT RADIUS OF STAND WHILE RAISING TO UPRIGHT POSITION.
-Once stand is upright and stable, remove ropes/straps.
Fig.5

Rope/Strap

Fig.4

9a

Door

9b

Universal
platform
support tube

9a. Remove inside bottom bolts from front leg base
sockets.
9b. Install universal platform support tube bracket as
shown and tightly secure with screws removed from leg
base sockets. (Note: Adjust as necessary to fit stand size)
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Platform

Platform
support tube

Position platform/ladder assembly on platform support
tube as shown centered in front of door.
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Secure platform/ladder assembly to platform
support tube using supplied bracket assemblies.
Ensure brackets are tightened securely.

12b

12a
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12c. CRITICAL: Prior to
securing with screws,
12b. Secure all
ensure handrail tube is
handrails with two self- flush with bottom of
tapping screws.
platform bracket tube as
shown to ensure screws
penetrate both.

12a. Assemble
handrails to ladder
and platform as
shown.
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CRITICAL: Securely tie
stand down to prevent
tip-over. *Recommend
using a ¼” steel cable
attached to bottom of
stand and auger (not
supplied). Cable can be
attached to bottom of
stand using tie-down
ring (if present) or
bottom supports.

Tie-down ring

Bottom
Supports

12c

Auger

